We present an emotion-based algorithm to re-produce visual 
Introduction
Recently, people enjoy a diverse range of visual contents such as movie, animation, game and so on. One of key components in producing successful visual contents is to elevate the immersion to the contents. For example, in the sad scenes of a movie, the director intentionally plays music of sad mood and produces colors of gloomy tones. On the contrary in the happy scenes of a movie, some joyful music is selected and the tone of the scene turns to bright. We concentrate on the effects of color.
In this paper, we present a scheme that controls the visual properties of the contents such as color, tone and contrast according to the emotion of the contents. Our scheme is designed using the widely-used Russell's emotion model that arranges users' emotion in an orthogonal axis whose axes are the arousal and the pleasure, respectively (Figure 1 (a) ) [1] . Therefore, human emotions are mapped in the coordinate by combining the pleasure and arousal. For example, excitement is the combination of high pleasure and high arousal, and happiness is high pleasure and medium arousal.
Our plan maps the color, tone, and contrast into the Russell's emotion model by defining relationships between these properties of visual contents and the emotions. Our scheme is designed from an analysis from an FGI (Focus Group Interview) survey and proved by executing a user test. The design process is executed as follows:
(1) Focus group is organized by selecting fashion artists, movie photographers and color specialists.
(2) We ask them to put the color map in the Russell's emotion space according to their experience and principle (Figure 1 (b) ).
(3) We analyze the color map and build a rule that maps the color, tone and contrast to the emotion space.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the related works. In Section 3, we explain how our emotion-based color map is constructed. We apply this map to an animation and show the result in Section 4. We prove the effectiveness of our work through a user test in Section 5 and conclude this paper and suggest future direction in Section 6.
Figure 1. Russell's Emotion Model and Color Mapping based on FGI Survey

Related Work
The relationship between color and emotion has been studied by some researchers. Kim et al. presented that the change of color temperature influences the emotions of subjects participating an experiment [2] . Lechner et al., have studies the relationships between color and emotion in various industries [3] .
Emotion-color Mapping
Our scheme is constructed from the Russell's emotion model, which is a 2D plane of two orthogonal axes: "pleasant-displeasure" and "arousal-relaxation" axis. Various emotions are mapped in this 2D plane of Russell's emotion model. According to the FGI over forty experts in the related fields, we build two strategies for mapping tone, contrast and color to the emotion in the Russell's model. To the focus group, we have requested to map the color strip in the Russell's emotion coordinate (see Figure 1 (b) ).
Design of the Rule
The color strings mapped on the Russell's emotion space by the experts of the FGI ( Figure  1 (b) ) are analyzed and the following rules are extracted.
(1) In the pleasure status, the contrast of color, saturation and tone is emphasized.
(2) In the displeasure status, the contrast of color, saturation and tone is reduced.
(3) In the arousal status, the saturation and tone is increased.
(4) In the relaxation status, the saturation and tone is weaken.
Implementation of the Rule
The control of contrast is implemented by the following strategies. Before implementation, we convert the color of a pixel from RGB format to HSV format. We assign the median value of color, saturation and tone and compute the distance between the median value and these values of each pixel. In emphasizing the contrast, we increase values for those pixels whose values are greater than the median and we reduce the value for those whose values are smaller. Similarly, to reduce the contrast, we reduce the value for those pixels whose values are greater than the median and increase the value for those whose values are smaller. This process is summarized as follows:
Figure 2. Pseudocode for Contrast Control
To apply the first scheme that does not require the segmentation of the foreground and background, we sample an animation entitled "The man who plants trees". We analyze the story of the contents and change the color and the tone of the contents according to the story. We sample two clips from the second one. In the first clip, the man living in a peaceful rural life suffers from the break of World War I. Therefore, users feel displeasing arousal in this situation. However, the tone and the color of the contents are invariant (see the upper row of Figure 5 (a) ). To elevate the immersion of users' attention, we specify the emotion of the prewar scene as pleasant-relaxation and the emotion of the post-war scene as displeasing-arousal. Then, our emotion model re-renders the pre-war scene as bright tone and the post-war scene as dark tone and red color (see the bottom row of Figure 5 (b) ). In the second clip, the man arrives at a village in peace and prosperity and remembers the dark past times of the village (see the upper row of Figure 5 (b) ). To emphasize the darkness of the past time, we re-render the past time scenes in dark tone and the pleasant scenes in bright tone (see the bottom row of Figure 5 (b) ).
User Test
We execute a user test with the first clip of the second contents. Before the test, users are asked to watch an introductory video for 5 minutes to make their emotions neutral. After this, we group the subjects into two groups: group A watches the original contents and group B watches the converted contents. Before watching the contents, we survey the subjects about two questions: arousal and pleasant in 5-point metric (0 for relaxation and 5 for arousal, and 0 for unpleasant and 5 for pleasant). They are asked the same questions after watching the contents. We measures the change of arousal and pleasant for forty subjects (twenty for group A and twenty for group B) and executed ttest to determine whether the two groups show significant difference in arousal and pleasant.
The t-test values for arousal and pleasant are 0.41 and 0.45, respectively. So, we conclude that our emotion model is effective in absorbing users' attention and in guiding their emotional response. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have developed a color-based emotion model that corresponds the color and tone of an image to an emotion status. We have applied our model to existing video contents and produced a video that corresponds to the emotion of the story. We proved the validity of our model by a user test.
As a future work, we are going to apply our model to various video contents and show that our model elevates the absorption of the contents. Another direction is to develop more valid emotion models that correspond various colors to the emotion status. 
